REVELATION 12 SIGN - 666 STARS
This author was the first to write and publish about the GoogleSky ‘cover-up’ of the ‘Red Dragon’ anomaly in Virgo back in 2008. The aim of the publication was just to illustrate the anomaly. There is no way to ascertain the true nature and makeup of the object with the limited information the general public is allowed to have. The publication,
although correlated the pattern and typology to the Revelations12 Sign, alluded to the depiction as a type of ‘Red Dragon’. This was only given the variables of the women being ‘pregnant’, Jupiter then having a 9-month gestation win Virgo, the alignment of the planets as the ‘crown’ and then a conjunction with comet 67p. This author was the
first to write and publish about the GoogleSky ‘cover-up’ of the ‘Red Dragon’ anomaly in Virgo back in 2008. The aim of the publication was just to illustrate the anomaly. There is no way to ascertain the true nature and makeup of the object with the limited information the general public is allowed to have. The publication, although correlated
the pattern and typology to the Revelations12 Sign, alluded to the depiction as a type of ‘Red Dragon’. This was only given the variables of the women being ‘pregnant’, Jupiter then having a 9-month gestation win Virgo, the alignment of the planets as the ‘crown’ and then a conjunction with comet 67p.
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Many expect this ‘Red Dragon’ anomaly to
be Planet X and that it will manifest itself
visually on or after the 23rd of September in
2017. This might be the case perhaps but it is
highly unlikely and will be wrong. The issue is
that it is the wrong timing. Such a ‘Red Dragon’
will come on the scene astronomically and it
will occur but not now but in the 2nd half of the
Tribulation, whenever that first starts. Such
planets smaller than Jupiter could not produce
such luminosity. Some purport that this image
is a double exposure of Saturn. Perhaps, but
such double-orbs at the core of the Red Dragon
anomaly are much larger than Jupiter for
example.
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Not to Scale. Jupiter is much smaller.
Anomaly cannot be a mere ‘planet’
with such light signatures.
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Some argue that the actual word in Greek for ‘Red’ as in the ‘Red Dragon’ of Revelation 12:3 does
not connote that but of a gold-yellowish color instead. Nonetheless, fire has red in it. The pyros John
referred to is the ‘glowing’ which would match what will occur with the ‘wings’ of Nemesis’ disk
when they will be flared-up due to the Sun’s solar wind.
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The Revelation 12 Sign is just a prelude as
signs go that point to this future event and
the GoogleSky ‘cover-up’ may well be just a
pictorial ‘sign’ hinting at just that. The only
concrete evidence or inference in the Bible
of this Planet X ‘Red Dragon’ scenario that
will occur is found if Revelation 8:10-11.
Presently, it appears that the Earth is truly
currently experiencing a wobble due to an
approaching celestial body that has a far
greater magnetic force. The magnetic north
is undeniably shifting rapidly, etc. Planet X
will have its effects of sending 2 asteroids
that will impact Earth 5 months apart. This
Planet X or the ‘Star’ is called Wormwood in
the Bible. One asteroid will hit the ocean,
the other one will hit the land. This scenario
is indicative of the 150 days given or the 5
months which is calculated by taking (30
days/month x 5 months) to get the day
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The sequence of occurrence as described in the text of the Revelation 12 2nd Sign of the Red Dragon
does not mean that the ‘Red Dragon’ convergence will have to occur on that precise time and date, of
September 23, 2017, etc.

The aim of the publication and illustration of the GoogleSky ‘cover up’ was to point to the coming
Sign of Revelation 12, at least astronomically. Many scoffers and skeptics since then infatuatedly
ask, ‘where is the Red Dragon?’ Skepticism is good, and it is healthy to have in this age of mass
communication, psyops, misinformation and disinformation. However, the point of the illustration
was not to ‘prove’ or provide ‘evidence’ that Planet X exists or that such a GoogleSky anomaly was
or is Planet X.

